We study the effects of stochastic density fluctuations on the transport of far-ultraviolet radiation in interstellar clouds. The physical processes considered are absorption and anisotropic scattering by dust grains. We consider clouds that are, on average, homogeneous and have a continuous stochastic density distribution. The spatial variation of the density n is given in a statistical sense only. It is assumed to correspond to a continuous Markov process along each line of sight. Caused by the stochastic nature of the density, the intensity becomes a stochastic variable, too. As a consequence, the ordinary radiative transfer equation has to be replaced by a generalized transfer equation, of Fokker-Planck type.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Observations of the interstellar medium often reveal a highly inhomogeneous medium, which is structured down to the smallest accessible scales (see, for example, Falgarone & Phillips 1996) . As has been shown by many authors, radiative transfer calculations have to account for such an inhomogeneity. In the context of line formation, the influence of an inhomogeneous density distribution has been studied by Juvela (1996) , Park & Hong (1995) , Pagani (1998) and Hegmann & Kegel (2000) . The transport of continuum photons for a clumpy model cloud has been investigated by Boissé (1990) , Hobson & Scheuer (1993) , Witt & Gordon (1996) , Wolf, Fischer & Pfau (1998) and Witt & Gordon (2000) . An approximate method to describe the radiative transfer inside a two-phase medium has been discussed by Hobson & Padman (1993) . They assumed a medium consisting of spherical clumps, with uniform size and density, embedded in a more tenuous interclump medium. By treating the clumps as large grains with an effective absorption and scattering coefficient, they obtained a set of equations, which they called E-mail: hegmann@astro.physik.tu-berlin.de the mega-grain approximation. Their approximations are valid provided that the clump volume filling is less than about one-third. Based on this approach Városi & Dwek (1999) have given a more complex set of equations, that can be used also for higher volume filling factors.
In a former paper (Hegmann & Kegel 1996) we have studied the effects of stochastic density fluctuations on the transfer of radiation through an absorbing layer of dust grains. Following a concept which was originally developed by Gail et al. (1974) we described the spatial dust distribution by its statistical properties, taking a continuous range of particle densities into account. The logarithmic density spectrum was assumed to be Gaussian with an exponential spatial correlation function. This is consistent with the assumption that along each line of sight the variation of the density is governed by a Markov process. For numerical simplicity, only absorption by dust grains was taken into account, whereas scattering was neglected. According to this approach, the conventional radiative transfer equation has to be replaced by the multidimensional generalized radiative transfer equation, which allows us to determine the mean value of the intensity.
Our results have clearly shown that for a given mean mass density a clumpy structure of the absorbing medium leads to a substantial reduction of the effective optical depth. That is, photons are able to penetrate much deeper into the dusty layer than would be expected from a uniform density model. This finding is in agreement with the work of other authors on the transport of radiation through clumpy media (see, for example, Boissé 1990; Witt & Gordon 2000) .
In the first part of the present paper, we extend our model by including also the effects of multiple scattering on dust particles. Model calculations for two different geometries are presented: a plane-parallel slab illuminated only from one side, and a sphere which is illuminated externally by an isotropic radiation field. Our results are of special interest in the context of reflection nebulae, for the far-infrared emission of molecular clouds, and for the shielding of the inner parts of molecular clouds from penetrating farultraviolet (FUV) radiation.
In the second part of our paper, we compare our work with the twophase model of Boissé (1990) . His model is especially well suited for comparison, as he also assumes a Markov process to describe the spatial variation of the extinction coefficient. In addition, we address the question whether the results as given by our model may be approximated by a homogeneous medium consisting of grains with effective optical properties.
T H E M O D E L

Stochastic description of the density distribution
In this section, we give a short overview of our model and the required equations. For a more detailed description, see Hegmann & Kegel (1996 and references therein.
We describe the spatial density distribution by its statistical properties. We assume, on average, a homogeneous density distribution, the variation of which along the line of sight is described by a Markov process. In this approximation only two-point correlations can be taken into account. To guarantee a positive density we use a logarithmic scale for the number density of dust grains (cf. Traving 1980)
where n ref is a reference density and s is the geometric coordinate along the line of sight. The one-point probability distribution ofñ is then considered to be Gaussian
and the two-point correlation function to be exponential
where is the correlation length of the density fluctuations. This quantity and the width σ are free parameters which, in principle, can be determined by a comparison of the numerical results with observational data. Both have a simple physical meaning: σ measures how much mass of the cloud is concentrated in dense regions, whereas is the length-scale for the variations of the density (see Hegmann & Kegel 2000) . As an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 two concrete realizations of the stochastic process described by equations (1)-(3) along one line of sight. To produce these concrete realizations, we have used a Monte Carlo algorithm described by Levshakov, Kegel & Mazets (1997) . It can be clearly seen that for σ = 1.0 a clump-like structure is obtained, whereas for σ = 0.2 the density distribution is relatively smooth. It is important to realize that both the mean and the most probable dust density differ from the reference density n ref by
and
According to equations (1)-(3), the spatial variation of the density is well defined for a given set of parameters σ , and n ref . However, for a quantitative comparison with existing two-phase models (e.g. Boissé 1990; Witt & Gordon 1996) we additionally introduce an 'equivalent' two-phase model. Hence, the effective densities n 0 and n 1 , and the corresponding probabilities p 0 and p 1 = 1 − p 0 , have to be given. We choose n 0 , n 1 , p 0 and p 1 in such a way that the mean and variance of the logarithmic density distribution are the same as in our model. Moreover, it is required that the mean density should be the same for both models. Consequently, the following set of equations has to be solved:
The values for n 0 , n 1 and p 0 for different σ are given in Table 1 . It should be noted that, according to equations (6)- (8), n 0 , n 1 and p 0 are independent of the correlation length .
The generalized radiative transfer equation
We consider a radiation field which is solely affected by two processes: absorption and scattering by dust grains. If both the extinction coefficient κ ext = σ ext n dust and the redistribution 
where s is the spatial coordinate along the line of sight and n is the unit vector, pointing along the line of sight. The source function S n is given by
where ω is the single scattering albedo. n and n are unit vectors at the spatial point s, pointing in the direction of scattered and incident light, respectively. For the phase function, the so-called HenyeyGreenstein function (Henyey & Greenstein 1941 ) is adopted
where g is the asymmetry factor, and α is the deflection angle with cos α = n · n . For g = 0, p(α) describes isotropic scattering, whereas for g = 1 the scattered radiation is directed completely in the forward direction. Due to the stochastic nature of the underlying density field, the extinction coefficient in equation (9), and consequently the intensity itself, also become stochastic variables. As shown by Gail et al. (1974) , equations (1)-(3) together with the ordinary radiative transfer equation (9) lead to a generalized radiative transfer equation
which has to be solved with the initial condition
and the boundary conditions
q n (ñ, s) is the conditional intensity and can be interpreted as the conditional expectation value of the intensity for given logarithmic densityñ at point s. As the intensity is a stochastic quantity, this is also true for the source function in equation (10). Therefore, we have replaced S n by its conditional expectation value S * n , i.e. its expectation value for a given densityñ, which follows from equation (10) if we substitute I n (s) by q n (ñ, s):
Thus, the source function also becomes a function of the logarithmic densityñ. However, we have to keep in mind that equation (16) is an approximation only, because we neglect cross-correlations between different lines of sight. For an in-depth discussion of this approximation, see Gail, Sedlmayr & Traving (1975) . We note in passing that the mean value of the intensity can be obtained from q ν,n (ñ, s) by the following quadrature
Asymptotic solutions of the generalized radiative transfer equation
In either of the two limiting cases → ∞ and → 0, the generalized radiative transfer equation (12) can be replaced by an ordinary transfer equation. For → ∞, the term in equation (12) containing the inverse correlation length becomes zero, and the generalized transfer equation has the simple form
After calculating the conditional intensities q n (ñ, s) for each point (ñ, s), the mean intensity can then be obtained by performing the integration (17).
In the case → 0, which is sometimes called the atomic mix limit, the intensity itself can be calculated directly by means of the ordinary radiative transfer equation after replacing the well-defined extinction coefficient κ ext by the mean value κ ext = σ ext n ref exp (σ 2 /2). Therefore, I n equals I sca, hom , where I sca, hom denotes the intensity obtained for the corresponding homogeneous case. For a detailed derivation of the limit → 0, see Gail et al. (1974) .
N U M E R I C A L A S P E C T S
Our radiative transfer model is completely defined by equations (12)-(16). With a suitable choice for the angular discretization equation (12) leads to a system of N parabolic differential equations (N different angles). This system has to be solved self-consistently with equation (16) for each line of sight, and each point in coordinate and density space. We do this iteratively. Beginning with an approximation for the source function S n (s,ñ), the radiation field, i.e. the conditional intensity q n (ñ, s), is calculated numerically for all angles. With this, in turn a new approximation of the source function is calculated according to equation (16) . By repeating this procedure we obtain a converging series of values for the intensity and the source function, respectively. As a convergence criterion we require the relative change of the conditional intensity q n (ñ, s) between two iterations to be smaller than 10 −5 for all angles and all points in physical and density space. To ensure that the iteration has converged, we in addition repeat the iteration for different starting estimates for the source function. If we use the intensity of unscattered photons to obtain the first approximation for the source function, the result after n iterations consists of photons which have been scattered up to n times.
R E S U LT S
Plane-parallel slab geometry
In the following, we want to illustrate the basic effects of stochastic density fluctuations on the penetration and scattering of radiation inside clouds. At first, we consider the most simple possible geometric situation, which is a plane-parallel slab filled with a medium like that described in Section 2.1, and which is illuminated from one side by an isotropic radiation field (see Fig. 2 ). We identify the normal direction with the z-axis. In order to examine the dependence of the radiation field on the correlation length and the width σ of the Gaussian one-point density distribution, we show in Fig. 3 the mean intensity I n along the line of sight perpendicular to the slab as a function of the dimensionless spatial coordinate
where σ ext is the extinction coefficient per dust grain. As the mean free path of the photons is defined as
this new coordinate may be interpreted as the penetration depth along the line of sight in units of l a . Correspondingly, is substituted by
That is, τ is the ratio of the correlation length of the density field and the mean free path of the photons. We note that the quantity τ is distinct from the effective optical depth τ eff which we define by 
In contrast to τ , τ eff depends on the correlation length, and, in more general geometries, τ is still a function of the spatial coordinate only, while τ eff depends also on the geometry. In Fig. 3(a) , σ is kept constant and τ is varied, whereas in Fig. 3 (b) τ is set to a fixed value and σ varies. For these calculations, the single scattering albedo and the phase function were assumed to be ω = 0.6 and g = 0.6, respectively. Both values are in good agreement with empirically determined dust properties in the FUV range (Gordon et al. 1994) . As is to be expected from previous results (Hegmann & Kegel 1996) , the effective optical depth τ eff of a clumpy system is smaller than that of the equivalent homogeneous system. For fixed τ , the mean intensity of the penetrating radiation increases with both an increasing correlation length and an increasing standard deviation of the logarithmic density. These findings are plausible; with σ becoming larger, the amount of dust which can be found in dense but spatially small regions (cf. Fig. 1 ) increases strongly. The extension of the dense regions and their mean distance scale with the correlation length. Due to this effect, the mean intensity of the penetrating radiation field can be substantially larger than would be expected from calculations based on a homogeneous density distribution.
Another point of interest concerns the scattered light intensity of a clumpy medium. In Fig. 4(a) , the intensity of the backward scattered radiation at the point z = 0, i.e. at the edge of the slab, is shown as a function of τ L = σ ext n dust L, where L denotes the geometrical thickness of the slab. Again, we consider only the line of sight perpendicular to the slab. But now the values ω = 0.5 and g = 0 are adopted for the albedo and the asymmetry factor. It can be clearly seen that for small τ L the intensity of the light I sca scattered in the backward direction increases with decreasing correlation length. This is not surprising as the effective optical depth of the slab τ eff (L) also increases with decreasing τ . However, for τ L 1 the graph for the largest correlation length τ = 20 crosses the graphs for smaller τ and eventually approaches the graph for τ = 0.02. This indicates that not only the effective optical depth, but also the overall albedo of the medium changes with varying correlation length. To correct for the effects of a reduced effective optical depth, we give in Fig. 4(b) the intensity of the light scattered in the backward direction as a function of τ eff (L) and not as a function of τ L . Obviously, the overall albedo is reduced for finite correlation lengths and has its minimum for τ near 1. This effective reduction of the albedo may be explained by the fact that in the case of strong density fluctuations dense regions of dust replace individual grains as scatterers (see also Witt & Gordon 1996) . As explained by Boissé (1990) , photons may become trapped in an inhomogeneous layer due to the presence of clumps. They are able to penetrate much deeper into the cloud as compared to the case of a homogeneous medium. But when scattered in the backward direction, they encounter difficulties in escaping the medium as they are being absorbed by optically thick fragments.
To examine the effect in more detail, we give in Fig. 5 the scattered light intensity I sca for a semi-infinite slab as a function of the correlation length. In both limiting cases, as τ → 0 and as τ → ∞ the intensity approaches the value I sca, hom obtained from the corresponding homogeneous case. It is easy to understand why this should be so. According to equations (18) and (19) the mean intensity in the limit τ → ∞ is given by a superposition of solutions q n of the ordinary radiative transfer equation for different dust number densities n ref exp (ñ) . But in the case of a semi-infinite and homogeneous slab, the scattered light intensity at z = 0 does not depend on the density of the medium but only on the albedo ω and the asymmetry factor g, i.e. I sca = q n (ñ) = I sca, hom , as τ → ∞. As mentioned in Section 2.3, I sca = I sca, hom is also true in the atomic mix limit.
Spherical symmetry
As a more realistic geometry, we consider next a spherically symmetric cloud with radius R, which is illuminated by an isotropic and homogeneous radiation field. As before, the density distribution within the cloud is assumed to be on average homogeneous. In contrast, we do not discuss the intensity I in a specific direction, but the expectation value of the angle averaged intensity J , which we approximate by
Qualitatively, the results for the spherical symmetry resemble the findings obtained for the plane parallel slab. Fig. 6 shows J as a function of the dimensionless variable
where r is the distance from the cloud centre. The single scattering albedo and the phase function are assumed to be ω = 0.6 and g = 0.6, respectively. Again, it can be clearly seen that the radiation field penetrates deeper into the cloud for a large correlation length .
To assess the effects of multiple scattering, we show the angle averaged intensity J as a function of τ for different values of the albedo ω in Fig. 7 . For both the homogeneous and the inhomogeneous density distribution (σ = 2.0), the graphs vary significantly with changing albedo. In Fig. 8 , we explore in addition the dependence of the penetrating radiation field on the phase function asymmetry. Here, J is given as a function of τ for different values of g.
Asymptotic results for large optical depths
In Fig. 3 , we can see that the variation of I with τ becomes nearly exponential at large optical depths, or more precisely for τ /τ 1. This implies obviously that at large τ an effective extinction coefficient k eff can be defined by
where I refers to the mean intensity of unscattered photons. In contrast to the effective optical depth τ eff given in equation (22), k eff does not depend on the geometry or boundary effects. The effective extinction is given as a function of the correlation length for two different σ in Fig. 9 . We now want to relate our work to the two-phase model of Boissé (1990) . His model is especially well suited for comparison, as he also assumes a Markov process to describe the spatial variation of the density. The free parameters of his model are the extinction coefficients inside and outside clumps (K 0 and K 1 , respectively), the correlation length λ (i.e. the typical size of a clump), and the volume filling factor of clumps p 0 . In analogy to equation (25), he also defines an effective extinction coefficient from the asymptotic value of
and obtains finally
where K is the mean extinction coefficient and ν = 1/λ is the inverse correlation length. For a quantitative comparison of both models, we now choose K 0 , K 1 and p 0 according to equations (6)- (8). That is, the mean and variance of the logarithmic density distribution are the same as in our model, and we require that the mean extinction coefficient should be the same for both models. Fig. 9 shows both quantities, K e and k eff , as a function of the correlation length. However, we have to keep in mind that λ and τ are distinct. τ is a scalelength for the variation of the density, whereas λ describes the typical size of clumps only. The most evident difference between K e and k eff can be seen for large correlation lengths. We find K e → K 1 with λ → ∞ and k eff → 0 for τ → ∞.
That is, for large correlation lengths photons penetrate more easily into a medium with a continuous density distribution than into an equivalent two-phase medium. This result is due to the fact that the density can become infinitesimally small in our model. In the limit τ → ∞, k eff can be also obtained analytically. According to equation (18) the conditional intensity of unscattered photons for → ∞ is given by
Integrating equation (28) over s and inserting into equation (17) yields
If we now insert equation (29) into equation (25), we finally obtain
In contrast, the effective extinction coefficient for the two-phase medium cannot become less than K 1 . Another difference between K e and k eff can be seen in the case of small correlation lengths. For τ < 1, k eff shows the trend to be again smaller than K e . This can be explained by the fact that, in our model, densities occur which are much higher than the larger density n 0 (corresponding to the extinction coefficient K 0 ) of the equivalent two-phase medium. This means that the mass is more concentrated in very dense regions as compared to the case of a two-phase medium. The probability of our model finding a density larger or equal than n 0 is in fact much lower than the corresponding probability p 0 of the two-phase medium. Consequently, the probability of finding a low density is increased in our model (see Hegmann & Kegel 2000) .
E F F E C T I V E H O M O G E N E O U S M O D E L S
We now want to address the question whether the results obtained from the generalized radiative transfer equation (12) can be approximated by calculations for a homogeneous medium with effective optical parameters. Therefore, we want to find effective values for the extinction coefficient, the albedo, and the asymmetry factor.
For a proper definition of the effective parameters κ eff , ω eff and g eff , we need a measure for the accuracy of such an approximation first. Hence, we introduce a new variable χ, which is defined as the maximum relative error:
Here, I n (s) is the expectation value of the intensity obtained from the generalized radiative transfer equation, and I n,hom (s) is the intensity obtained for the corresponding homogeneous cloud. The search for the maximum error is carried out for each direction n and each point s within the cloud.
For each given cloud model, the effective quantities κ eff , ω eff and g eff are now defined in such a way that a minimum value of χ is obtained. Due to this definition, the effective parameters depend on the size and the geometry of the cloud. All examples given in the following are based on spherical symmetry. We should keep in mind that the effective extinction coefficient k eff as defined in equation (25) is distinct from κ eff . In particular, it is independent on the geometry.
Pure absorption
First of all, we want to study the simple case of pure absorption. In Tables 2 and 3 , we give the effective extinction coefficient κ eff = κ abs,eff for a set of correlation lengths τ and different radii of the cloud R. For τ 1.0, the effective solutions and the solutions obtained from the generalized radiative transfer equation agree closely. This is also true for other values of σ . In particular, the effective extinction coefficient is almost solely a function of τ and σ . Of course, k eff as defined in equation (25) and κ eff are almost identical for small τ . For τ 1.0, the approximate description of the radiative transfer by an effective extinction coefficient becomes Table 2 . Effective extinction coefficient κ eff for an absorbing sphere and σ = 1.0. increasingly inaccurate. Moreover, κ eff depends strongly on the size of the cloud. In other words, the mean intensity as a function of the penetration depth is not given by an exponential function for large τ . This is not that surprising -the larger the correlation length, the larger τ must be in order to obtain an exponential variation of the mean intensity (cf. Fig. 3 ). This means that the value of κ eff is governed by the strong decrease of the intensity within an outer layer of the cloud, which has a size of a few correlation lengths . As an example, we give in Fig. 10 the expectation value of the intensity I n for the central line of sight and the best-fitting value I n,hom for two different correlation lengths. Here, σ = 2.0 and Rσ ext n dust = 15.0 are adopted. In Fig. 11 , the effective absorption coefficient κ eff is shown as a function of τ for different σ . The radius of the cloud is set to Rσ ext n dust = 7.5. Again, it can be clearly seen that κ eff drops strongly with increasing τ . This effect becomes pronounced for large values of σ .
Absorption and scattering
We are looking again for effective parameters, which best fit the results obtained from the generalized radiative transfer equation. In Table 4 , we give effective values for the extinction coefficient, the albedo and the asymmetry factor. Here, the single scattering albedo and the phase function are assumed to be ω = 0.5 and g = 0.75, respectively. The radius of the cloud is set to Rσ ext n dust = 30.0. As in the case of pure absorption, the accuracy of the fit depends on the ratio of the correlation length of the density field to the mean free path of photons. Reliable fits are obtained for τ 1.0 only. A comparison between Tables 2, 3 and 4 shows that the effective extinction coefficients for the cases ω = 0 and ω = 0.5 are similar. However, the agreement becomes even better if the effective absorption coefficients κ eff,abs = κ eff (1 − ω eff ) are compared. Of course, the comparison of the effective absorption coefficients has to be performed for the same τ (1 − ω). This shows that the effective absorption coefficient depends on σ and almost only. Furthermore, as to be expected from the results of Section 4.1, the effective albedo decreases with increasing τ significantly. In contrast, the asymmetry factor changes only slightly with varying τ .
However, it has to be noted that the determination of the effective values for the albedo and the asymmetry factor is a problem. As an illustration, we show in Fig. 12 the relative error χ as a function of the adopted ω eff and g eff for one particular model (τ = 2.0, σ = 2.0, and Rσ ext n dust = 30.0). The effective extinction coefficient is not kept constant within this plot. For each point in the ω eff -g eff plane the effective extinction, which leads to a minimum χ, is chosen. It can be clearly seen that there is a very narrow but extended region in ω eff -g eff space, for which small values of χ are obtained. For example, the pair ω eff = 0.302 and g eff = 0.650 corresponds to χ = 0.126, whereas ω eff = 0.404 and g eff = 0.759 leads to χ = 0.124. The determination of effective values for the albedo and the asymmetry factor becomes increasingly difficult for large σ and τ .
These results are in contrast to the mega-grain approximation, where a medium consisting of uniform spherical clumps embedded in a tenuous interclump medium is assumed. As shown by Városi & Dwek (1999) , these uniform spherical clumps can be treated as large grains with a unique effective albedo and asymmetry factor. However, the stochastic density distribution as given by equations (1)-(3) allows for a much more complex density structure (cf. Fig. 1 ). The dense regions arising in our model vary in size and structure and therefore cannot be replaced by an ensemble of effective absorbers and scatterers. This becomes particularly true when τ becomes larger than 1.0.
C O M PA R I S O N W I T H M O N T E C A R L O A P P ROAC H E S
Our model describes the transfer of radiation in a medium with stochastic density fluctuations. The variation of the density is given in a statistical sense only. This ansatz has some advantages, but also some restrictions. A solution of the generalized radiative transfer equation yields directly the (conditional) expectation value of the intensity. In principle, Monte Carlo methods (see, for example, Wolf et al. 1998; Wolf, Henning & Stecklum 1999) can be used to reproduce our results. However, the numerical effort would be enormous. To find the mean values of the radiation field, it would be necessary to simulate a large number of single realizations of the stochastic density distribution for the same stochastic parameters σ and τ , and to calculate the radiation field for each of them. Afterwards, the mean value of the intensity can be determined by averaging over all single realizations (cf. Wolf et al. 1998) . As a consequence, stochastic effects come in twice: once because of the stochastic way to determine the density structure of the model cloud, and a second time by using a Monte Carlo method to calculate the radiation field. Table 4 . Effective parameters for an absorbing and scattering sphere with ω = 0.5 and g = 0.75. The size of the cloud was set to be Rσ ext n dust = 30.0. Depending on the concrete physical problem, from several hundred (cf. Levshakov et al. 1997) up to 10 5 individual realizations (for the case of maser activity; Böger 1999) are necessary to calculate the mean value of the intensity with an accuracy of 0.01. Of course, the number of the necessary realizations depends strongly on the ratio of the correlation length to spatial extent of the model cloud. If the size of the cloud is large compared to the correlation length, using one single realization will be sufficient to obtain I . Due to the enormous numerical effort, most studies that have been done so far assume model clouds consisting of a few distinct phases (different particle densities) only. In most cases, two phases are accounted for by introducing a filling factor and a density ratio between the low and high density phases. In contrast to Monte Carlo models, our approach accounts for a smoothly varying density by itself. It is extremely well suited to calculate the expectation values of the radiation field directly.
S U M M A RY
In the first part of the paper, we have studied the effects of stochastic density fluctuations on the transfer of continuum photons inside a cloud filled with absorbing and anisotropically scattering dust grains. To describe the spatial density distribution we applied a stochastic approach based on the assumption of a continuous Markov process. Our results show clearly that the free parameters describing the spatial variation of the density -the correlation length and the standard deviation σ of the logarithmic density distribution -have a profound impact upon the radiative transfer. Our main results can be summarized as follows.
The presence of stochastic density fluctuations leads to a substantial reduction of the effective optical depth. That is, especially for large and σ an incident radiation field can penetrate much deeper into a dusty layer than in the case of a homogeneously distributed density. This result is important for the chemistry in molecular clouds. A substantially larger UV radiation field inside the cloud, as in the case of large σ and , will not only affect the formation and destruction of molecules, but will also determine the gas and dust temperature, respectively.
Moreover, the effective albedo, i.e. the relative intensity of the light scattered in the backward direction, is strongly affected by correlation effects. For optically thin clouds, the intensity of the reflected light decreases with increasing values of σ and . For optically thick clouds, the dependence on is non-monotonic. The reduction reaches its maximum about τ = σ ext n dust ≈ 1.0.
The intensity of backward scattered light decreases with increasing σ , that is with increasing concentration of the cloud's material in dense, but spatially small regions. It has its maximum for a homogeneous density distribution. Consequently, a radiative transfer analysis of reflected light from an inhomogeneous medium may underestimate the single scattering albedo of dust grains, if based on a homogeneous model. This is in agreement with findings by Boissé (1990), Witt & Gordon (1996 and Wolf et al. (1998) , who analysed scattering in a two-phase medium.
In the second part of the paper, we addressed the question whether the results of the generalized radiative transfer equation can be approximated by an effective homogeneous medium. It turned out that, for a small ratio of the correlation length of the density field to the mean free path of photons, effective values for the absorption coefficient, the albedo and the asymmetry factor can be given in our model. However, the discrepancy between the results from the generalized radiative transfer equation and calculations for an effective homogeneous medium becomes large for τ > 1.0. In addition, it turned out that the effective values of the albedo and the asymmetry factor are not unique. In most cases, there is an extended region in ω eff -g eff space, for which good fits can be obtained. This may be of importance for an analysis of observational data aimed at determining the optical properties of dust grains.
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